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When Sparks Fly: 
Economic Issues in Complex Energy 
Contract Litigation

The uneven movement toward dereg-
ulation of energy markets has set 
the stage for an increasing level of 

contract litigation. On one hand, indus-
try restructuring, the collapse of the 
merchant energy sector, and the demand 
to meet growing resource needs will 
force many utilities to contract for some 
combination of power purchases, new 
generator construction, and fuel supply. 

On the other hand, fuel and power price 
volatility, changing network conditions, 
and evolving regulatory regimes and en-
vironmental requirements create uncer-
tainties that complicate the contractual 
allocation of risks. This combination of 
circumstances will almost inevitably lead 
to unanticipated outcomes, disappointed 
parties, and thus, contract renegotiation 
and litigation.

While contracting principles for energy 
agreements are not fundamentally differ-
ent than for other industries, the unique 
characteristics of the energy industry 
and its markets often complicate litiga-
tion matters and place a premium on spe-
cialized industry knowledge, particularly 
during the liability phase of most cases. 

In damage calculations, the complex 
behavior of the power grid similarly re-
quires in-depth industry knowledge and 
often involves detailed system model-
ing to establish “but for” conditions or 
appropriate mitigation in the case of a 
breach. Overlap between wholesale en-
ergy markets and retail service may also 
make it critical to understand the specific 
competitive and regulated environments 
in order to define performance failures 
and trace their ultimate impacts.

About this Newsletter

Complex commercial litigation in the 

energy industries is increasing. This is 

due to formerly regulated markets being 

restructured, market participants relying 

on wholesale power markets, and both 

fuel and power markets experiencing 

significant increases in prices and 

volatility. 

Brattle has extensive experience in 

estimating damages and supporting 

commercial litigation in the energy 

sector, as well as a wide variety of other 

industries. 

Our experts are familiar with the unique 

characteristics of energy markets and 

common practices, and they frequently 

support both the liability and damages 

phases of litigation matters. 

In this issue of Energy, we share some 

of our experience and insights into best 

practices for estimating damages in 

energy contract litigation.
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This issue of Energy discusses several challenges frequently encountered in energy contract cases, including case studies where 
an appreciation of the inner workings of the energy industry was or might have been brought effectively to bear in the litigation. 

We discuss such topics as the need to fully and consistently specify the circumstances in comparing breach and non-breach sce-
narios, including mitigation (even if it was not actually undertaken), the central role of market evidence, the need to consider 
potential changes in risk, the importance of non-price terms, and the significance of differences between an ex-ante and ex-post 
perspective on liability and damages. Economic and industry experts are frequently employed to establish damage claims, but 
the examples herein illustrate that industry knowledge and experience may be instrumental in the liability phase of energy 
contract litigation as well. n

A Contract Damages Framework

Disputes, breaches and terminations of energy contracts typi-
cally involve claims for economic damages. The fundamental 
underpinnings of damage analyses are generally accepted. In 
practice, however, approaches to calculating damages vary 
widely. 

Since economic factors can play a key role in developing dam-
age estimates, an appreciation of how such factors apply in 
a particular industry can help practitioners prepare and com-
municate defensible damage estimates or effective critiques 
of opposing estimates. 

There are several different conceptual approaches to deter-
mining damages including those based upon expectations 
(lost profits), reliance (restore injured party to their position 
prior to the contract), and restitution (offending party dis-
gorges unjust enrichment). This discussion is cast in the con-
text of the expectation approach, which often forms the basis 
of damage claims for energy and other commercial contracts.

Expectation damages are derived by comparing a plaintiff’s 
economic situation in the “actual” world (where the contract 
was violated) to that in the “but for” world (the hypothetical 
state that would have prevailed but for the alleged breach). 

The proper damage award seeks to provide the economic ben-
efit that the plaintiff would have received had contract ob-
ligations been honored appropriately. Establishing this usu-
ally entails estimating cash flows in the actual and “but for” 

worlds, calculating their present values (via discounting), and 
determining damages as the difference in these values.

Numerous steps may be required, each presenting opportuni-
ties for error. Conceptual mistakes, which are all too common, 
may include the failure to consider the following issues:

 1. Specifying the actual and “but for” case
 2. Considering reasonable mitigation
 3. Validating damage estimates with available market 
     evidence
 4. Recognizing differences in risk in the actual and 
     “but for” case
 5. Accounting for non-price terms
 6. Applying consistent ex-ante and ex-post perspectives

Importantly, the presence of liquidated damages provisions 
frequently does not avoid these problems for several reasons. 
First, liquidated damages provisions generally cover only con-
tract termination and do not address contract disputes that 
involve violation of specific contract clauses or terms. 

Second, such provisions generally will not fully specify every 
aspect of a liquidated damage calculation — which may leave 
open, for example, important aspects of how market prices or 
even contract revenues would be determined in the distant 
future. Finally, changed or unanticipated circumstances may 
render pre-specified liquidated damages provisions inappli-
cable, unfair, or even punitive. n
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Issue 1: Fully specIFy the ActuAl And 
“But For” cAses 

To capture the effect of a contract violation, a full character-
ization of transactions and associated cash flows for both the 
actual and “but for” cases is generally required. If damages 
are to be estimated by analyzing only a portion of such cash 
flows, then one must also show that the cash flows not mod-
eled are the same in both the actual and “but for” scenarios. 

For example, simply looking at revenue differences between 
the actual and “but for” worlds may miss material changes in 
costs. Similarly, it may be necessary to consider whether the 
type or volume of transactions differs substantially in the actu-
al and “but for” worlds. Even with no difference at all between 
expected actual and “but for” cash flows, a change in risk 
(e.g., due to loss of revenue certainty when a contract is termi-
nated) can diminish value and thus create economic damages.

Developing a comprehensive characterization of the actual 
and “but for” circumstances may consequently require charac-
terizing reasonable behavior for the contracting parties in the 
differing environments, establishing what products or services 
might have been sold, and capturing changes in the cost, vol-
ume, timing, pricing, and risk associated with such sales. For 
the actual world case, this often also involves an evaluation of 
whether reasonable mitigation opportunities were pursued. n

Issue 2: consIder reAsonABle MItIgAtIon 

The law obliges plaintiffs to undertake reasonable measures 
to mitigate damages. This not only reduces damages, but it is 
also economically efficient. A proper damage analysis reflects 
this obligation by incorporating reasonable mitigation oppor-
tunities in the “actual” world case, whether or not they were 
exploited by the plaintiff. 

For example, if a purchaser terminates a natural gas contract, 
the seller must take reasonable steps to resell the gas for the 
best available price. Damages should thus be based on the 
difference between the contract price and a reasonable resale 
price, regardless of whether mitigation was actually pursued 
by the seller.

In a recent arbitration case, the operator of a power plant 
sold capacity and associated energy and ancillary services 
from two units under a long-term contract. The ancillary 
services provision included a “financial settlement” option 
under which the buyer could schedule ancillary services 
with the operator and receive the market price of the 
scheduled services as a credit against contract payments. 
This credit was regardless of whether the operator actually 
sold the services into the market or did something else 
(presumably more valuable) with the scheduled capacity.

After six months of providing credits for scheduled ancil-
lary services to the buyer, the plant operator claimed that 
the ancillary service schedules received over the last six 
months were invalid because they failed to specify a bid 
(resale) price. The seller argued that the buyer had thus 
breached the agreement and sought a refund of all previ-
ously-provided ancillary service credits.

A Brattle witness testified on common industry practices 
regarding the scheduling of ancillary services and how the 
schedules would have been understood by market partici-
pants. We also explained that even if the buyer had in fact 
submitted invalid schedules and, as a result, breached the 
agreement, the claimed damages could have been miti-
gated almost entirely.

Evidence obtained in discovery showed that after two 
months of bidding the buyer’s schedules as a “price-taker” 
into the ancillary service market, the plant operator 
ceased selling the scheduled ancillary services into the 
market, and did not attempt to find more valuable uses 
for the scheduled capacity. 

We explained that by simply continuing the price-taker 
bidding, the operator would have obtained the market price 
for ancillary services and received revenues that, “but for” 
minor transactions costs, would have fully offset the ancil-
lary service credits that were payable under the contract. 
The decision of the arbitrator rejected the damage claim. n

CASE STUDY: 

FAILurE to MItIgAtE VoIDS 
DAMAgE CLAIMS
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What qualifies as “reasonable” mitigation may be disputed, 
but assumptions will generally be reviewed on the basis of 
commercial reasonableness and common industry practice. 
The standard for reasonable behavior in the face of a contract 
violation will often be closely related to what would be rea-
sonable commercial behavior in a similar situation that did 
not involve a violation. 

Care must be taken to judge reasonableness based on informa-
tion available at the time of the breach, not opportunistically 
with the benefit of hindsight. For instance, if the natural gas 
seller above immediately replaces the terminated contract 
with a lower priced sale, but market prices subsequently re-
bound, the seller’s action may be reasonable even though, in 
hindsight, it was worse than waiting longer to resell.

Not surprisingly, applying the mitigation standard can pres-
ent difficult analytical issues. Because mitigation opportu-
nities often go unexploited, estimating their value presents 
many of the same challenges encountered in establishing a 
“but for” case. Where mitigation has occurred, however, it 
may complicate economic and legal analyses, as the act of 
mitigation may obscure the nature and consequences of the 
contract violation. It may also raise questions as to whether 
certain costs incurred are recoverable as mitigation-related 
costs, or instead represent a claim for consequential damages 
that may not be available under the contract. n

Issue 3: consIder AvAIlABle MArket evIdence

Although market evidence is an obvious source of information 
for projected cash flows or values, it is frequently overlooked 
in contract disputes. For example, damage claims can be based 
on elaborate statistical analyses or market simulations, with 
results that may be inconsistent with market data. The ob-
jectivity and transparency of market information give it some 
clear advantages in a litigation setting. Still, adjustments may 
be needed to utilize market data in a particular circumstance. 

In such cases, specific industry knowledge can be vital. For 
example, adjustments may be necessary to account for differ-
ences in timing, location, product type or quality between 
the particular product involved in the disputed contract and 
one for which market prices are available.

There are, of course, situations in which market evidence may 
be unavailable or incomplete. In valuing a long-term contract, 
for example, market price information may be unreliable or 
unavailable over the entire time period or for the relevant 
delivery point. In such situations it may be necessary to rely 
upon other types of information, such as statistical analyses, 
market simulations, or projections of technology costs. How-
ever, it is crucial that such other information and the results 
derived from it are consistent with any market evidence that 
is available, even if incomplete.

For example, an estimate of power plant value may be based 
on a forecast of market prices for power, hypothetical sales 
volumes, and projected operating costs. The near-term por-
tion of the power price projection should be consistent with 
observable forward price data, and the long-term portion 
should be consistent with the long-run marginal cost of new 
generating capacity (unless excess capacity is expected to 
keep prices depressed). 

Estimated plant output must similarly be consistent with pro-
jections of power and fuel prices. Finally, the calculated plant 
value should be consistent with prices paid for similar plants 
in recent transactions. n
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In a case that involved the largest commercial dam-
ages award of its time, Pennzoil agreed to acquire 
43 percent of Getty shares. However, Getty aban-
doned the deal in favor of an acquisition by Texaco. 
Pennzoil sued Texaco for tortious interference, pre-
senting a damage claim of $7.5 billion. Texaco chose 
not to rebut the damages claim, and when it lost 
on the liability issue, the jury awarded Pennzoil the 
entire amount of its claim.

In hindsight, Texaco’s tactical error appears obvious, 
but it is all the more puzzling because an aggres-
sive defense could easily have been offered on the 
grounds that the damage claim was obviously incon-
sistent with market evidence and ignored mitigation 
opportunities. 

Pennzoil claimed that it would have acquired a 43 
percent interest in Getty’s proven reserves for $3.4 
billion. Pennzoil’s $7.5 billion damage claim was 
based on the difference between the stock acquisi-
tion cost and the cost of replacing the lost reserves, 
which it estimated would entail exploration and 
development outlays of approximately $10.9 bil-
lion. Pennzoil effectively assumed an opportunity to 
acquire substantial assets at a fraction of their true 
value through the acquisition of Getty stock.

Pennzoil’s damage claim was fundamentally at odds 
with available market evidence. To accept Pennzoil’s 
claim, one would have to discount market dynamics 
that would drive buyers and sellers to transact Getty 
shares at a price fairly reflecting the market value of 
its reserves. Pennzoil’s analysis implied that Getty’s 
management was irresponsibly willing to give up the 
reserves at a fraction of their true value and that 

thousands of shareholders who sold Getty stock at 
prevailing market prices were similarly foolhardy.

At the time of the Pennzoil-Getty agreement, 
the shares of many major oil companies, includ-
ing Pennzoil, were selling at a similar fraction of 
the replacement costs of their reserves. Numerous 
investors, among them sophisticated equity ana-
lysts and fund managers, sat on the sidelines, when, 
according to Pennzoil, Getty’s stock and those of 
other major oil firms represented fantastic deals. 

Even the eventual Texaco purchase price was only 
16% above the Pennzoil offer rather than the nearly 
300% premium implied in the damage award. This 
absurdly suggests that the executives of major oil 
companies other than Texaco negligently failed to 
bid for Getty’s shares.

Had the value of the Getty reserves been anywhere 
near the value ascribed by Pennzoil, payment of the 
damage award would have easily been accomplished 
by selling a portion of them. Instead, it pushed 
Texaco to the brink of bankruptcy. In addition, the 
prevailing low oil company share prices relative to 
reserve replacement costs suggested a readily avail-
able mitigation strategy: Pennzoil could have bought 
interests in other oil firms. 

Indeed, why would Pennzoil not merely have outbid 
Texaco for the Getty assets if they were worth more 
than two and a half times what Texaco was offering? 
Clearly, Texaco squandered the opportunity to limit 
its exposure to a small fraction of the eventual dam-
ages award. n

CASE STUDY: 

IgnorIng MArkEt EVIDEnCE
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Issue 4: consIder the eFFects oF rIsk

One purpose of contracts is to manage and allocate risk. It 
is consequently not surprising that risk can be a significant 
consideration in estimating contract damages. A fundamen-
tal tenet of modern finance theory is that risk affects value. 
A method often used to account for this is to apply a risk 
adjusted discount rate: a higher discount rate is applied to 
cash flows with greater risk. 

Under some circumstances, there may be no “correct” 
discount rate, at least no single correct rate. When the 
actual and “but for” worlds have different risk character-
istics, the commonly employed damage approach (first 
calculating the difference between “but for” and actual 
cash flows and then discounting the difference to pres-
ent value) can either understate or overstate damages. 

In such a case, the way to correctly determine damages is 
to separately calculate the present values of cash flows in 
the actual and “but for” cases using discount rates consistent 
with the risks in each set of circumstances, and then deter-
mine the difference in the present values. What appears to 
be a mere semantic distinction — taking the difference of 
the present values of alternative cash flows versus taking the 
present value of the difference of the cash flows — can cause 
a fundamental, yet common, valuation error. n

Issue 5: correctly vAlue non-prIce terMs

Non-price terms, such as renewal options, volume flexibility, 
price re-openers, alternative delivery points, or price indexing, 
can have important effects on the value of energy contracts 
and thus on damages in a dispute. The value of non-price terms 
is often overlooked or only addressed qualitatively in contract 
negotiations, even though the financial exposure they create 
can be substantial. In addition, the effect of non-price terms 
can change significantly whenever there is a change in market 
conditions or market rules.

A Brattle witness provided testimony in arbitration 
involving a long-term power contract terminated by the 
buyer during the 2001-2003 collapse of energy trading 
markets. After the market crashed, most market partici-
pants were unwilling (or unable) to enter into long-term 
contracts; only spot and other short-term transactions 
remained available for power sales. Thus it was not 
possible to obtain a replacement for the terminated con-
tract, at any price, for the full original contract period. 

In addition to reducing the price the seller could receive 
for the output of the plant, the contract termination also 
increased the seller’s risk relative to the original contract. 
The seller became an unsecured merchant generator sell-
ing into the short-term market, instead of having the 
financial security of a long-term fixed-price contract.

While there was some disagreement about future actual 
world cash flow projections, experts for both sides used 
similar simulation modeling to forecast future spot prices. 
The primary issue on which the case ultimately turned 
was how to account for the difference in risk. The oppos-
ing experts ignored the risk difference, simply subtracting 
forecast spot revenues from contract revenues, and then 
discounting the “losses”. 

We explained that the “but for” and actual cash flows 
needed to be valued using different discount rates in 
order to accurately reflect the risk exposures in the two 
worlds. Although the two discount rates differed by only 
about 5 percent, the resulting damages differed by 150 
percent or $85 million. 

The arbitration panel found that it was indeed necessary 
to account for the difference in risk, and unanimously 
accepted Brattle’s approach. n

CASE STUDY: 

gEttIng rISk rIght
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Valuing non-price terms can sometimes be relatively straight-
forward. For example, a contractually-specified delivery point 
for natural gas may offer value different from a standard de-
livery point, but that difference may be uncontroversial, as 
when it can be determined from stable transportation costs. 
On the other hand, terms involving options or flexibility can 
present a challenge, since their value derives from the exis-
tence of uncertainty. 

However, some conclusions are clear. The value of an option 
is always positive for the option holder. A 10-year contract 
with an option for a 3-year extension, for example, is more 
valuable to the option holder, and thus less valuable to the 
counterparty, than a similar 10-year contract without that 
option. Similarly, it is more valuable than a fixed-term 
13-year contract. To establish an option’s value, it is generally 
necessary to characterize in detail the uncertainties affecting 
the option. n

Issue 6: properly Account For dIFFerences In
Ex-antE And Ex-post perspectIves

Analyses of contract claims often raise the question whether 
liability and damages should be analyzed from a before- or 
after-the-fact perspective. Industry conditions may have 
changed significantly between the time of breach and the time 
litigation is initiated, damage testimony is filed, or the case is 
concluded. As a result, both the context of a claimed breach and 
the associated damages may differ fundamentally depending 
on whether an ex-ante or an ex-post perspective is applied.

The ex-ante approach is based upon expectations at the date 
of breach, while the ex-post perspective relies upon condi-
tions as of the time of the trial. An ex-post assessment applies 
the benefit of hindsight, which may be inappropriate. For ex-
ample, a power purchaser might argue that the seller’s breach 
deprived them of profits from the resale of power during an 
extraordinary run-up in prices following the breach. 

Such ex-post claims may far exceed what would be reasonable 
based on prices that existed or were expected at the time the 
breach occurred. Similarly, mitigation taken by the buyer that 

The Brattle Group assisted a client in assessing the 
financial exposure of its “zonal” electricity con-
tracts to a change in market design under which spot 
prices would be determined on a “nodal” basis. This 
issue, frequently referred to as “seller’s choice”, has 
arisen in several parts of the country that have or are 
about to implement locational marginal pricing (LMP). 

The existing contracts had broadly defined delivery 
points, which could be interpreted to give sellers signifi-
cant flexibility in designating which nodes within each 
delivery zone were proper delivery points. In a nodal 
pricing system, this would create an opportunity for sell-
ers to strategically choose low-priced delivery points for 
financial settlement, regardless of where the power was 
physically delivered. This obviously could result in signifi-
cantly higher congestion costs paid by the buyer.

We quantified the financial exposure from such delivery 
point flexibility by estimating the range of future loca-
tional prices under the new market rules. We additionally 
compared our market simulation-based estimates of nodal 
prices within the specified delivery zones with locational 
marginal pricing studies that had been conducted by the 
system operator in another context. Since the results of 
this analysis are mostly driven by the lowest prices, spe-
cial care was given to make sure that the lowest nodal 
prices within each region were in fact reasonable.

The additional future costs to the buyers imposed by the 
sellers’ unrestricted choice of delivery points within each 
delivery zone were estimated to be as high as several 
billion dollars. This prompted the involved parties and 
the regulatory commission to clarify the delivery point 
provisions of contracts under the new market design. It 
convinced the system operator to define additional trading 
hubs and to introduce additional market rules that would 
mitigate the potential for additional costs that could be 
imposed by the sellers’ delivery point strategies. n

CASE STUDY: 

IgnorIng MArkEt EVIDEnCE
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seemed reasonable at the time of breach may appear less so in 
hindsight. For example, a quick replacement of a repudiated 
contract at a higher price may look imprudent in light of a 
subsequent drop in prices.

In terms of economic efficiency, contract termination damages 
should generally be approached from an ex-ante perspective. 
This maintains incentives for economically efficient behavior 
by the counterparties. An ex-ante perspective is also often re-
flected in certain legal requirements, such as the treatment of 
damages from anticipatory repudiation under the uniform com-
mercial code. Indeed, whether the termination of a contract 
and the claimed damages are consistent with “efficient breach” 
can only be analyzed meaningfully from an ex-ante perspective.

Ex-ante versus ex-post issues may also influence assessments 
of the materiality of events (e.g., behavior of the defendant) 
critical to a liability claim. For example, from an ex-ante per-
spective, certain behavior may be entirely inconsequential to 
the value provided by the contract. 

However, where market conditions have changed and the con-
tract has moved “out of the money” from one party’s perspec-
tive, finding a breach, however small, could be of significant 
value to the potential plaintiff. In such a case, a careful anal-
ysis of market conditions and the implications of the behavior 
at issue from an ex-ante perspective can be valuable to gauge 
the materiality of an alleged breach or the possibility of a 
waiver by the plaintiff.

Similar issues may arise where the dispute involves bargaining 
unfairness or the interpretation of contract clauses. Notions 
of fairness implicit in the common law tradition are consistent 
with the analytical model of economic efficiency. Whether a 
contract was constructed efficiently typically depends upon 
industry conditions at the time the contract was developed. 
However, knowing what transpired afterward can easily 
“infect” and significantly bias the analysis, which can make 
the careful application of a consistent ex-ante perspective one 
of the most important aspects of presenting the evidence.

Finally, ex-ante versus ex-post issues may be important when 
assessing the reasonableness of liquidated damage clauses. 
These may appear reasonable ex-ante but excessive from an 
ex-post perspective for two reasons. First, unanticipated cir-
cumstances may have altered the consequences of a breach. 
Second, the observed outcome may differ from the “average” 
anticipated outcome but may be within the range of the dis-
tribution of anticipated outcomes. 

While a showing of the latter will generally reinforce the rea-
sonableness of a liquidated damage clause, the former may do 
the opposite. In a case of changed circumstances, the parties 
may not have been able to foresee some event or the specific 
type of breach that might greatly affect the extent of poten-
tial damages. As a result, the predetermined awards specified 
in the liquidated damage clause may no longer be applicable 
legally, or, even if still applicable, may no longer provide in-
centives for efficient contractual behavior. n
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The Brattle Group offers extensive litiga-
tion experience with energy contracts 
and transactions. Our experts frequently 
testify before regulatory commissions, 
courts, and arbitration and mediation 
panels addressing prudence and damages, 
as well as aspects central to the liability 
phase of litigation.

Our knowledge of the electric, natural 
gas, coal, and oil industries allows us to 
testify on:

t Industry fundamentals

t Common use of industry terms

t Industry practices

t The materiality of misrepresentations 
     in securities offerings

t Whether reasonable efforts were 
     undertaken to mitigate damages

We offer expertise in economic valua-
tion of damages combined with in-depth 
experience of nationally and interna-
tionally recognized experts in industry 
structure and operations. 

We also frequently assist our clients by 
providing litigation support, including 
the formulation of economic arguments, 
class certification matters, litigation risk 
analysis, and assistance with discovery, 
depositions, and cross-examination. 

We help with the identification and coor-
dination of expert witnesses and support 
clients in the drafting of legal docu-
ments involving economic subject areas 
or highly technical industry matters. 
Similarly, we often provide assistance on 
technical issues and strategy in settle-
ment negotiations, and in allocating 

damages awards or settlement amounts 
among multiple claimants. 

In addition to litigation assignments, The 
Brattle Group also provides business con-
sulting services to its clients in contract 
(re)negotiation, formulation and review 
of procurement strategies and auctions, 
and the valuation of contracts and spe-
cific contract terms.

Complementary to this experience in 
energy contract litigation, we also have 
extensive expertise and experience in 
mergers and acquisitions, risk manage-
ment, business and asset valuation, 
antitrust and competition, securities and 
shareholder litigation, intellectual prop-
erty, and environmental liabilities and 
damages.

The Brattle Group’s Experience in Contract Litigation

The Brattle Group - Page 9

ConCLuSIon

In many cases disputes over contract damages are rooted in disagreements about the economic character of the dispute. What 
may sometimes seem to be minor technical differences in the economic approach can lead to considerable disparity in damage 
estimates. There is, however, usually a “right answer” to such economic questions. To find these answers and avoid the errors 
often encountered in damage assessments:

t The “but for” case needs to be specified fully to capture all effects of the dispute
t Reasonable mitigation opportunities must be considered
t Estimates must be consistent with available market information
t Differences in risks between the actual and “but for” cases must be accounted for
t The effect of non-price terms needs to be assessed, particularly regarding contract flexibility or options
t The choice between ex-ante and ex-post perspectives must be evaluated carefully

A thorough understanding of these points will assist practitioners in developing clear and defensible damage estimates and in 
challenging opposing estimates that may violate these principles. Many of these issues can also inform the liability phase of 
litigation cases and are relevant even in the presence of liquidated damage clauses. n
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Brattle Report Shows Carbon Cap and 
Trade Policies Run Risk of Delaying 
Needed Investments by a Decade
Brattle has assessed the likely extent and 
potential impact of CO2 price volatility on 
carbon abatement investments and recom-
mends strategies to reduce volatility to 
protect consumers and investors. 

In the discussion paper “CO2 Price Volatility: 
Consequences and Cures,” economists Metin 
Celebi and Frank Graves evaluate current 
U.S. climate policy proposals that involve a 
cap and trade mechanism with increasingly 
tight caps on carbon emissions over time. 
They found that the extent of volatility of 
CO2 prices under these types of proposals 
could be substantial, and is likely under-
stated even by the current wide ranges in 
CO2 price forecasts. 

The paper recommends several ways to help 
reduce potential CO2 price volatility.

Brattle Publishes Newsletter on the 
Credit Crisis
In our latest Finance newsletter series, 
Brattle principals George Oldfield and 
Michael Cragg explain how the credit prob-
lems that began in the real estate market are 
now affecting the liquidity and solvency of 
the commercial banking system as a whole.

The newsletter, “Understanding the Credit 
Crisis: The Treasury, the Fed, and the 
Banking System,” provides context for the 
current credit problem, discusses liquidity 
and solvency in the banking industry, and 
evaluates both the Treasury and Federal 
Reserve assistance programs.

Brattle Examines Alternatives for 
Fostering Demand Response in 
Energy Markets for the Midwest ISO
In a whitepaper written for the Midwest 
ISO, Brattle examines alternatives for fos-
tering economic demand response (DR) in 
energy markets. The whitepaper’s near-
term recommendation is for the Midwest 
ISO to enable the participation of curtail-
ment service providers (CSPs) in its energy 
markets, as a bridge to a future in which 
the states enable the first-best approach to 
economic DR by widely implementing retail 
dynamic pricing rates.

The whitepaper provides a two-year 
roadmap focused on: (1) establishing a 
customer baseline load (CBL) methodology, 
measurement and verification (M&V) pro-
tocols, and settlement changes to enable 
CSPs; and (2) engaging state commissions 
and utilities in discussing the benefits of 
demand response and dynamic pricing.

Brattle Recommends Incentives to 
Improve Energy Efficiency in Europe
Principal David Robinson has pro-
posed guidelines for the economic 
regulation of energy suppliers and rec-
ommended incentives for suppliers to 
help encourage energy efficiency and 
cost savings throughout the industry.

The paper, “Energy Efficiency: The Belle of 
the Ball in Bali,” recommends incentives 
for the industry, whether in a regulated or 
competitive market. 

Guidelines include the importance of 
reflecting accurate underlying whole 

energy prices, ensuring that environmen-
tal benefits are explicitly included in any 
analyses, and providing incentives to keep 
economic costs as low as possible. 

Brattle Estimates $1.5 Trillion 
Needed in Utility Infrastructure 
Investment Through 2030
Brattle has determined that growing 
demand for electric services will require 
investment on the order of $1.5 trillion 
between now and 2030. Principal Peter Fox-
Penner presented the preliminary findings 
in April 2008 at The Edison Foundation 
conference “Keeping the Lights On – Our 
National Challenge.”

The study projects generation, energy 
efficiency, transmission, and distribu-
tion investment needed in the U.S. 
between 2010 and 2030, factoring in 
a range of capacity deferrals that are 
possible through the implementa-
tion of energy efficiency programs. 

The study also notes that new and replace-
ment generating plants will cost about 
$560 billion through 2030, absent a sig-
nificant expansion of  efficiency programs 
or new climate initiatives. Transmission 
and distribution will require nearly $900 
billion by 2030, under current trends and 
policies. 
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